


WHAT IS A UNIQUE DECK GAME? 
KeyForge is the world’s first Unique Deck Game! But what exactly does that mean?

• In KeyForge, every deck is completely unique and one-of-a-kind, with a different 
combination of cards than any other deck in existence.

• There are over 104 quadrillion possible 36-card decks, each one unique.

• When a deck is printed, it is given its own name and card back design.

• Each Archon Decks comes ready-to-play, and represents a specific Archon’s resources. 
These decks are fixed sets—power does not come from a single card, but from how the 
cards in a deck interact.

• Players will be challenged to win by mastering the nuances of their decks.
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Play: For the remainder of the turn, 
any A you would gain from reaping 
is stolen from your opponent instead. 
(Stolen A is taken from your opponent’s 

pool and added to your own.)
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BEAST • NIFFLE

Niffle Ape

While Niffle Ape is attacking, ignore 
taunt and elusive.

“Did it just say Niffle?” – Captain Val Jericho
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KNIGHT • SPIRIT

Taunt. (This creature’s neighbors cannot 

be attacked unless they have taunt.)

“Steel thyself, knave. To harm them you must first 

defeat me.”
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Valdr deals +2D while attacking an 
enemy creature on the flank. (The flank 

is either end of a player’s battleline.)
“Gather that Æmber! And you’re welcome.”
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ITEM

Action: Use a friendly creature. (That 

creature may be from any house.)

“I know I shouldn’t’a nicked it, but ‘twere so...shiny.”

– Noddy the Thief
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Play: Steal all but 6 of your opponent’s A. (Stolen A is taken from your opponent’s pool and added to your own.)

Not taking it would be the real crime.

Too Much to Protect
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RICHARD GARFIELD ON KEYFORGE
 
When did you first become interested in the concept of a Unique Game? What 
about the idea made it resonate with you?

I first began thinking about a Unique Deck Game (UDG) in the ‘90s. The best we 
could do back then was put a unique number on the back of each deck, and the 
randomization would have been akin to TCGs of the day. I was interested in the idea 
because I was fascinated with each player getting something unique.

What was the most difficult part of the design process for KeyForge?

The most important thing for us was that the deck must be playable right out of the 
box—and you only need one deck to play.

After that, there are many things I have learned, and I feel like 
I am often still getting insights into how to improve a UDG. 
For example, one insight that came pretty early was that the 
Houses in KeyForge didn’t have to follow the same rules as 
factions in another game. With a UDG you can have a House 
with, for example, a few big creatures but predominantly small 
creatures. The House will always have the character you would 
expect—mostly small creatures with some exceptions. This makes 
designing Houses feel much more like designing characters rather 
than simply dividing up powers between factions.

What do you think players will enjoy the most about KeyForge?

I think there will be something magical knowing that your 
experience is unique—it isn’t a path that every other 
player (or any other player) has walked before you. 
There will be experts weighing the various cards and 
synergies available—but everyone will have their own 
unique access to those things, with both strengths and 
weaknesses. I think players will also find they have a lot 
of agency in how they play a deck. By focusing on the 
different Houses in their decks in different ways, it can 
almost be like playing 
a different deck.
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WHERE DO I START?
There are two easy ways to start playing KeyForge!

First, you can start your journeys into the Crucible with the KeyForge: Call of the Archons 
Starter Set. As you can see below, the Starter Set offers two completely unique Archon Decks 
and two fixed starter decks for easily learning or teaching the game. You’ll also find all of the 
game’s tokens and status cards here.

Players that are ready to jump right into the action can start their journeys with just a single 
deck! The KeyForge rules are available on the Fantasy Flight Games website, and although 
you’ll need to share tokens with another player, this can also be an easy way to start playing.
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WELCOME TO THE CRUCIBLE

KeyForge puts two players in the roles of mighty Archons, battling on the patchwork 
surface of the Crucible. But who are these Archons, and why are they here?

The Crucible – The Crucible is a single world created from pieces of every planet in the 
galaxy. Here, every lifeform and every culture finds a place, blended together to form a 
single diverse wonderland. The seven Houses that you’ll command in KeyForge are each 
members of different worlds, now transplanted to the Crucible!

The Archons – Hailed by some as gods, the Archons were born—or perhaps created—on 
the Crucible, a world built solely for their kind. Ethereal beings, the Archons are gifted with 
the power to communicate with any lifeform, gathering powerful teams from whichever 
creatures they can encounter!

Æmber – All Archons search for the precious substance known as Æmber, which they will use 
to forge keys. These keys can be used to open Vaults scattered across the Crucible—Vaults 
that contain untold knowledge and power for the Archon who can open them.

HOW DOES IT PLAY?
KeyForge: Call of the Archons is played over a series of turns, where you will use the 
creatures, technology, artifacts, and skills of a chosen House to reap precious Æmber, hold 
off your enemy’s forces, and forge enough keys to unlock the Crucible’s Vaults.

On each turn you will:

1. Forge a key (if you have enough Æmber to do so).

2. Choose one of the three Houses in your deck. This is your 
active House, and you can only use cards from that House 
this turn.

3. Use the cards from your chosen House to reap 
Æmber and battle your opponent’s creatures.

4. Ready all cards that were exhausted during your turn.

5. Draw back up to six cards.

The first player to forge three keys wins the game!



ORGANIZED PLAY
STANDARD KEYFORGE FORMATS:
Weekly tournaments are rounds of one-game matches, perfect for a weeknight. Larger monthly 
tournaments are better for weekends, with best of three-game matches.

• Sealed: Players purchase and use an unopened deck.
• Archon: Players bring and use a deck. (Players can also simply purchase a new deck before the 

event to play!)
Bring the excitement of KeyForge into your store with official Organized Play tournaments and 
events, starting with the Launch Party to celebrate the release, continuing with recurring weekly 
events, and highlighted with special events each month!

VARIANTS
These are just some of the infinite ways to play!

Sealed Auction: Players purchase an unopened deck. Each deck is opened and shown to all 
players, and then an auction for which decks players will use for the tournament takes place. 
Nominate a deck at random, and the player who opened it begins by bidding a number of chains 
they will start each of their games with, continuing clockwise until all other player pass or have a 
deck. Return each deck to the player who purchased it at the end of the tournament.

Adaptive: Players bring or purchase a deck. Each best of three-game match, players will use their 
own deck for the first game and their opponent’s deck for the second game. If a third game is 
necessary, players will first take turns bidding starting chains on the deck which won both games, 
beginning with its owner.

Survival: Players bring or purchase two decks. Each round, they use one deck of their choice, 
and can no longer use that deck if they lose that round. Players are eliminated as they run out of 
decks to use.

Gauntlet: Players bring or purchase three decks. Before each best of three-game match, players 
choose one of their opponent’s decks to bench. Players secretly choose which of their other two 
decks to play for the first game and must switch decks when they win.
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• 35 Different Active House Cards
• 16 packs of 3 Stun Cards
• 4 Bags of tokens
• 16 packs of 3 Power Cards

• 1 Champion Playmat
• 1 Poster

• Promotional Posters
• Web Advertisement
• Event Instructions

• Active House Cards
• House Posters

• Learn and Play • Archon Awakening • Starter Set Tournament

KEYFORGE LAUNCH PARTY
The Launch Party features three activities for attendees to forge their first keys of Æmber and 
unlock further knowledge about KeyForge before opening their Launch Party Vault!

Support Bundle Includes: Player Prizes Include:

DAWN OF DISCOVERY
The first months of Organized Play are the DAWN OF DISCOVERY. Your players will explore 
many different formats and variants at in-store events, and even get the chance to create their 
own variants! Report their creations and the results as you find the perfect event offerings for 
your community.

  Discovery Kits
  Supports four weekly tournaments for up to 8 players, and one larger monthly tournament for    
  up to 16. Each kit contains:

Use the QuickStart 
Rules and a Starter Set 
to pick up the basics.

COMING SOON TO KEYFORGE ORGANIZED PLAY
The DAWN OF DISCOVERY will be followed by the TIME OF TRIUMPH. Players will face 
the trials of competitive play as they and their decks grow in power and knowledge, all 
in pursuit of the greatest secrets of the Crucible and the Architects at the yearly World 
Championship. Weekly events will evolve, and a slate of rotating monthly events will bring 
communities together in your store for everything from championship tournaments to casual 
social gatherings.

Discover the unique Archon 
decks, and download the 
Master Vault app.

Four rounds of play, using 
all four decks in a Starter Set.
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PRE-ORDER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE AT LAUNCH

QUANTITY CODE DESCRIPTION MSRP
KF01 Call of the Archons Starter Set  $39.95 
KF02 Call of the Archons Deck Display  $119.40 
KF02a Call of the Archons Deck  $9.95 
KFS01 Architect's Vault Two-Player Gamemat  $29.95 
KFS02 Brute Force Playmat  $19.95 
KFS03 Into the Underworld Playmat  $19.95 
KFS04 Positron Bolt Playmat  $19.95 
KFS05 Martian Madness Playmat  $19.95 
KFS06 Raiding Knight Playmat  $19.95 
KFS07 Finishing Blow Playmat  $19.95 
KFS08 Mighty Tiger Playmat  $19.95 

CODE DESCRIPTION  MSRP UNITS TOTAL
MSRP
VALUE

PLATINUM GOLD SILVER # OF PACKAGES

KF01 Call of the Archons 
Starter Set

 $39.95 12  $479.40 $239.70 $249.29 $263.67

KF02 Call of the Archons 
Deck Display

 $119.40 4  $477.60 $238.80 $248.04 $262.68

Total MSRP  $957.00 $478.50 $497.33 $526.35

RECOMMENDED PRE-ORDER PACKAGE FOR 10 PLAYERS
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Bringing Games and People Together
Contact your ANA Specialist today!

 651-571-2600
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